
Unlike his own commendable and exemplary conduct, maintaining the very highest standards  of professionalism and ethics…..

Micheal Dudley has NEVER said “Good Morning” to me in his life. 

On the contrary, he had treated me like a piece of dogshit since I challenged the PIP in March  2013….

He was so shocked and embarrassed he almost wet himself 

And yet, after he complained about me in relation to the whiteboard, he told the Fact Finding Panel that he did not know me….

No, I challenged him on the FACTS; about the evidence of his own misconduct, which OIOS was very anxious to ignore. 



Dan Wilson (who desribes himself as an “ethics professional”) - not interested in the facts arising out of the Nguyen-Kropp & Posticas hearing; and why should he be?

If he acknowledge the grossly unethical behavior revealed in that hearing, that would put him on a conflict course with Dudley (who is protected by Lapointe and by Malcorra) and upsetting them might have a negative impact on his chances of becoming Direcxtor of the Ethics Office ……. a post in which ignoring the unethical behaviour of seior UN staff is a pre-requisite for success 

And for the record:  I find the behaviour of Michael Dudley (like that of his sycophants) to be far less that the standards I expect of any senior UN officials, far less those employed in OIOS or elsewhere in the “internal justice system.

The findings of fact in UNDT/2013/176 created a major credibility problem for OIOS; with this information in the public domain, the office lost all moral authority to investigate UN staff members for anything.

Why should ordinary UN staff have any trust or confidence in OIOS?  With that sort of misconduct condoned by the UN “leadership” - why should ordinary UN staff members risk their own careers by reporting misconduct?  The only thing they will achieve by doing so in ensuring their suffer (at best) the same fate as Nguyen-Kropp & Postica.

The difference between Dan Wilson and myself, however, is that I will do whatever I can to ensure something is done about it, whereas Dan Wilson will do whatever he can not to have to deal with the problem.

Dan Wilson’s attitude is commonplace in the UN.  It is also the explanation for why no one was willing to do anything other than write memos while children in the Central African Republic were being sexually abused, and the fate of Anders Kompass shows why that happens; because any UN staff member to tries to act with any moral rectitude when management is pursuing their own private petty political agenda WILL BE punished for it. 




So…. Dudley insists that HIS version is correct and that I am not telling the truth…

Dudley, who has a history of dishonesty, a history of retaliating against staff is the one who was most at stake here.

I never denied challenging him with the evidence that was raised during the hearing, and which Counsel for the Respondent never even bothered to rebut. 

Note



What a surprise!!!

There was NO ONE from the USG’s office in the courtroom to hear the evidence - and why should there be - Lapointe herself was implicated in the retaliation suffered by Nguyen-Kropp & Postica. 

Is it not unusual that Lapointe was not in the slightest bit concerned with the disclosures about the unprofessional behavior of one of her own Deputy Directors, which included: 














No, all that is important is that Michael Dudley was embarrassed in public…….

And Lapointe echoes Dudley’s comment!

- withholding, then manipulating the evidence in an investigation,
 
- breaching confidentiality during the course of an investigation,

- retaliating against an innocent investigator with an exemplary record,

- using threats and attempting to intimidate her predecessor as USG/OIOS. 
  



Interesting reaction; Lapointe is advising Dudley on what to do to  





The chances of him saying ‘Good Morning’ to me were SLIM TO NONE.

A few weeks earlier he was saying I should not be permitted to send emails, Dudley  had been trying to get rid of me for months, as his outburst of 26 June records…

Note the arrogance in deciding what is “correct”

Dudley’s recollection is the only valid one….

Never mind the  FACTS; just hide behind “procedure” and you’ll be alright…..

This is the UN; “procedure” is more important that the sexual abuse of children too.



NOT A WORD ABOUT DUDLEY’S BEHAVIOUR


